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Abstract
Recent years, information spreading under the environment of wireless communication has attracted increasing
interest. Microblog platform on mobile terminals, as one product of wireless communication, facilitate information
spreading and evolution by conveying message from peer to peer. Furthermore, sentiments from microblog reflect
the attitude of peers on goods or events. Analysis of the sentiment can help in decision-making. Research work
focuses on analyzing sentiment orientation for specific aspects of product with explicit names. However, it is not
suitable for sentiment analysis of events using microblog data since users prefer to express their feelings in individual
ways, namely the same object may be expressed in several ways. In this paper, a framework is proposed to calculate
sentiment for aspects of events. First, we introduce some effective technologies in processing natural language, such
as wordvec, HMM, and TextRank. Then, based on the state-of-art technologies, we build up a flowchart to get
sentiment for aspects of events. At last, experiments are designed to prove these technologies on computing
sentiment. During the process, name entities with the same meaning are clustered and sentiment carrier is filtered,
with which sentiment can be got even users express their feeling for the same object with different words.
Keywords: Sentiment analysis, Web sematic information, Microblog, Wireless
1 Introduction
Nowadays, wireless has almost become necessities of
smart mobile phone users. On the one hand, instant mes-
sage through wireless has even change users’ habit. Users
do not have to rely on newspaper or TV to get infor-
mation, and they tend to get instant message from their
smart mobile phone. On the other hand, social media
applications based on wireless arise frequently, such as
Sina (weibo.com), Tencent (blog.qq.com) in China and
Twitter (twitter.com), and Facebook (facebook.com) in
the USA. One tends to express and receive sentiments
at anytime and anywhere with the help of wireless. Mil-
lions of personal posts on a daily basis are spread by
millions of users. Rich and enormous volume of data
propagate through wireless and attract enormous atten-
tion from researchers. However, information from these
wireless platforms is sparse and various, as users have dif-
ferent characteristics in expressing their opinions. When
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users describe the same objective, they may use different
words. For instance, some prefer using “typhoon,” and oth-
ers prefer using the name of typhoon “Haiyan” or “Sandy”
when they discuss the same event at specific time. Even
if they are related to the same event of the same aspect
of event, the words are distinct. As a result, analyzing
and managing sentiment for text has become meaningful
and challenging tasks in the area of affective computing,
especially in microblog, which is one typical product of
wireless.
There are both objective and subjective sentences in
wireless platforms. Some objective content expresses fac-
tual information about the world, such as the name enti-
ties, while some subjective content expresses personal
feeling or beliefs on the events, such as adjectives. Further-
more, the subjective content is the sentiment expressed
by users to objective content, so there exist a lot con-
nections between subjective and objective contents. In
other words, sentiment or opinions expressed by wireless
users is activated by events, products, aspects of events,
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or aspects of products. Such as the sentence “The cam-
era of my phone is dim” expresses negative sentiment
about aspect “camera” of product “phone”. Also, the sen-
tence “Things went well, but the results were heartbreak-
ing” expresses positive sentiment about event “Things”
and negative sentiment about aspect “result” of event
“Things”.
This paper makes efforts to analyze public opinion
based on information of wireless, such as microblog. The
research problem of this paper is finding sentiment ori-
entation for prominent word of text. To do this job, we
divide the whole process into four parts. The first part
is extracting prominent word, which includes word seg-
mentation, removing stop word, and recognizing name
entity. The second part is extracting prominent name
entity, which contains representation of word, comput-
ing weight of word, and name entity filtration. The third
part is extracting sentiment carrier for name entity, which
recognize sentiment word and build relationship between
these carriers and name entities. The last part is sentiment
analysis for text, which calculate sentiment orientation for
name entity and text. The whole process can be found in
Fig. 1.
This paper is organized as follows: introduction and
related works are given in Sections 1 and 2. Technologies
about prominent word extraction and prominent name
entity extraction are discussed in Sections 3 and 4. Meth-
ods of sentiment analysis for prominent name entity and
experiments are denoted in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
Finally, conclusions are made in the last section.
2 Related work
Sentiment analysis is subset of semantic analysis. Seman-
tic analysis in processing microblogs [1] and news [2]
include detecting and tracing event. Semantic information
is also employed in some video processing [3, 4]. Sen-
timent analysis reuse the technologies semantic analysis
and focus on three levels: word level, sentence level, and
article level.
Opinionwords are extractedmainly through three ways:
(1) manual approach, (2) dictionary-based approach, and
(3) corpus-based approach. Manual approach is very time
consuming but accurate [5, 6]. It is usually used as the
final check for automated methods. One of the simple
techniques in the dictionary-based approach is based on
bootstrapping using a small set of seed opinion words
and an online dictionary, e.g., WordNet. So far, several
opinion word lists have been generated [7, 8]. Seman-
tic associations in text are mined from different aspects
[9, 10]. These relations have been used in large-scale
news analysis [11]. The dictionary-based approach and
opinion word collection have a major shortcoming, since
the same word may have different sentiment orienta-
tion in various domains. Corpus-based approach relies
on syntactic or co-occurrence patterns and also a seed
list of opinion words to find other opinion words in
a large corpus. Rules or constraints are designed for
connectives, such as AND, OR, BUT, EITHEROR, and
NEITHERNOR [12]. The idea of intra-sentential and
inter-sentential sentiment consistency was explored in
[13, 14]. Qiu et al. [15] employed dependency gram-
mar to describe the relations for double propagation
between features and opinions. Ganapathibhotla and Liu
[16] adopted the same context definition but used it for
sentiment analysis of comparative sentences. Breck et al.
[17] went further to study the problem of extracting any
opinion expressions, which might have any number of
words. The conditional random fields (CRF) method [18]
was used as the sequence learning technique for extrac-
tion. Most of the above works were based on probability,
which can not express two strong emotions at the same
time.
Machine learning methods are widely used in both sen-
tence and article levels. Zhu et al. [19] employed naive
Bayesian classifier to discriminate objective and subjec-
tivity classification. Pang and Lee [20] employed three
machine learning methods (i.e., naive Bayes, maximum
entropy classification, and support vector machine) on
sentiment classification for text. Subsequent research also
used other machine learning algorithms such as prun-
ing and pattern recognition methods [21, 22]. Some of
the above works were based on an assumption that one
sentence expresses a single opinion from a single opin-
ion holder. However, this assumption is not suitable for
compound sentences. Wilson et al. [23] pointed out that
a single sentence might contain multiple opinions. Auto-
matic sentiment classification was presented to classify
the clauses of sentiment of every sentence down to four
levels (i.e., neutral, low, medium, and high) by the strength
of the opinions being expressed in individual clauses
[10, 24]. A lot of researchers tried to break down the word
boundary of sentiment carrier.
All of the previous works focus on the methods of
deterministic algorithm, which contributes to the devel-
opment of sentiment analysis. But few have combined
these effective methods.
3 Prominent word extraction
Extracting prominent word is the basic work, which
includes word segmentation, removing stop word, and
recognizing name entity. Word segmentation is inevitable
for Chinese as the result that there is no space in charac-
ter sequence, which is different from English. To extract
prominent word, segment of characters and all name enti-
ties including people, location, and organization names
are recognized to facilitate later work. Three main steps
are considered: word segmentation, word representation,
and word weight calculation. With each part has been
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Fig. 1 Technological process of sentiment analysis for text
studied in deep, some efficient methods are selected to
complete our work. Details are discussed later.
3.1 Word segmentation
Now, segmentation of Chinese word is mainly focused
on three fields including word-based generative model,
character-based generative model, and dictionary-based
model. This paper employs one kind of word-based gen-
erative model. The following three steps are taken.
1. Search candidate by matching items in the word
dictionary and build up wordnet like
{(a,ab),(b,bcd),(c),(d)}
2. Get the best candidate sequence employing viterbi
algorithm using bigram dictionary through




where wi is one word candidate and w0 is the
beginning of sentence. wi is supposed to be one
exclusive vector for word.
3. Determine pos(part of speech) sequence using word
dictionary and transfer matrix table through







where ti is word pos candidate and t0 is the
beginning pos the sequence specially.
For instance, there is a Chinese sentence like “Li Xin
and Fu Ximing are a couple. The location they first meet
is Xueyuan road, Wulipo village, Rizhao City, Shandong
Province. Later, both of themwere enrolled in by school of
computer science from Tsinghua University. Li Xin lived
a happy life”. After segmentation, the sentence is changed
into some fraction in Fig. 2.
Markov model (MM) and hidden Markov model
(HMM) are used to perform segment in Chinese. In this
way, word and corresponding pos can be detemined.
3.2 Name entity recognition
Name entity denotes names for certain specific person,
location, group, or organization. A lot of researches have
studied on these. Method proposed by Yu et al. [25] is
employed in this paper, in which cascaded hiddenMarkov
model is employed for Chinese name entity recognition.
To recognize name entity employing cascaded Markov
model, three levels are designed and different roles are
cited [25]. The first level is person name recognition.
Twelve roles in all are employed with 11 described by
Yu et al. The other one is defined as the beginning of a
sentence. Then, we produce some context information by
half machine and half man-made. Extra training data is
also added. Furthermore, state transmission matrix and
state observation emission matrix are counted. At last,
patterns of roles are set for person name recognition.
The second level is location recognition; nine roles are
used according to Yu et al., and the beginning role of
sentence is added just as in the first level. Transmission
matrix, observation matrix, and pattern are also mined.
The last level is group and organization name recogni-
tion. Group name recognition is a little different from
person and location name recognition, as the group name
can be longer and may be composed of some other group
names. As a result, iterations are designed to perform
location name recognition until convergence. In the pro-
cess, ten roles of regaining role and another nine from
Yu et al. are employed. Transmission matrix, observation
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Fig. 2 a Original Chinese sentence with phonetic transcription. b Result of segment of sentence employing HMM
matrix, and pattern are also needed. The details are as
follows.
P(x1, x2, . . . , xt+1, yt+1 = i|θ) =
argmax
j
P(x1, x2, . . . , xt , yt = j|θ)trj,iemi,xt+1
(3)
where xi is the term generated in the last step; more
specifically, it is the segment result for person name entity
recognition step and is the person name entity recogni-
tion result for location name entity. The same is true for
group and organization name entity recognition. yi is the
corresponding potential roles of term xi. θ is the param-
eter including both transmission matrix and observation
matrix. trj,i denotes the value of role j transmit to i, emi,xt+1
means the value of role i generating term xt+1 . Both trj,i
and emi,xt+1 belong to the parameter θ .
Using the method cited above, the sentence in Fig. 2 is
transformed into Fig. 3. Here, “li xin,” “fu xi ming,” “wu li
po,” and “qing hua da xue ji suan ji xue yuan” are combined
as person name, location name, and organization name,
respectively.
In this section, HMM-based methods to segment
Chinese sentence including recognizing name entity are
introduced. This is the first step in deciding sentiment of
name entity.
4 Prominent name entity extraction
Extracting prominent name entity is based on the fact that
prominent word has been mined. This part contains rep-
resentation of word, computing weight of word, and name
entity filtration. Representation for word employs word
vector proposed in recent years. Word weight calcula-
tion uses TextRank which has been proven to be effective
in reflecting the value of word. Finally, valuable name
entity is saved for future work. To achieve this goal, word
representation through word vector and weight calcula-
tion method are introduced. At last, the ways to filter
prominent name entity are described.
4.1 Word representation
One famous text representation model is vector space
model (VSM) [26], in which every document is repre-
sented by a vector, and every element is the IF/IDF weight
of corresponding word. Also, word is usually regarded
as a vector in some topic models such as LDA [27]. In
this paper, GloVe [28] model is employed, which has per-
fect performance in capturing fine-grained semantic and






wTi w˜j + bi + b˜j − logXij
)2
(4)
Fig. 3 Resulted name entity recognition
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where V is the size of the vocabulary, Xij is the number of
times word j occurs in the context of word i, bi is a bias
for wi, and b˜k is an additional bias for w˜k . f (Xij) is the
weighting function obeying specific properties as
f (x) =
{
(x/xmax)3/4 x < xmax
1 otherwise (5)
More details can be found in [28, 29]. Word vector
employs one kind of unsupervised model to learn word
representation, which has great performance on word
analogy, word similarity, and named entity recognition
tasks. In this way, each word is represented by a vector.
4.2 Word weight calculation
Various methods are proposed to calculate word weight
in the area of keyword extraction, such as classical TFIDF
[30, 31] and TextRank [32]. Both methods are widely used
in natural language processing. TextRank functions as
PageRank (PageRank is employed by Google in informa-
tion retrieval). Here, TextRank is employed to calculate
word weight. This method is often used in abstract gener-
ation. Calculation of word weight consists of the following
steps:
1. Identify the relations that connect vertexes and use
these relations to draw directed and weighted edges
between vertexes. Weight of words relations are
obtained as
S(wi,wj) = ne(wj,wi) (6)
where S(wi,wj) is the frequency of both wi and wj
appears in the same words window. Normally, the
length of window is set to be five.
2. Calculate word weight through iterations







where d is a damping factor that can be set between
0 and 1. The damping factor is often set to 0.85. In
this way, words with high weight can be easily found.
3. Sort vertices based on their final score. Important
words are assigned high weight.
Until now, the prominent words are got after segment-
ing, representing, and weighting words, which facilitates
the following calculation including name entity extraction
and sentiment orientation analysis.
4.3 Name entity filtration
Name entity filtration aims to find the primary name
entity from large scale of text. We have introduced tex-
trank to calculate word weight above, which means we
can set one threshold to get rid of noises. Traditionally,
two ways can be employed: set the minimumweight or set
the qualified percentage. Which method should be cho-
sen based on the specific text. More details are discussed
in the experiments.
If no extra context is used while processing the sen-
tence that is discussed in Fig. 2, all the words share the
same weight. Prominent entities are shown in Fig. 4. Some
of these entities may be related to specific sentiments.
In the next section, one method is proposed to calculate
sentiment orientation of words.
5 Sentiment analysis for prominent name entity
There are both objective and subjective sentences in text,
such as the sentence “She says, because her lab is used
to study lots of things” is one objective sentence while
“MacPhee would be happy to eat it!” is one subjective
sentence. More specifically, there are both kinds, objec-
tive and subjective, of components in subjective sentence.
For instance, “MacPhee” and “happy” are different when
expressing some sentiments.
5.1 Prominent sentiment carrier recognition
Generally speaking, some words with specific pos (part of
speech), such as adjective element (tagged as ag), adjec-
tive (tagged as a), adverb element (tagged as dg), adverb
(tagged as d), verb (tagged as verb), exclamation (tagged as
e), and even some punctuation (tagged as w) can express
various kinds of sentiment explicitly, instantly “happy”
and “!” in the sentence we mentioned earlier.
In this paper, to recognize sentiment carrier, a small ker-
nel set of 1066 terms are selected manually as sentiment
seed based on [33]. There are six kinds of primary sen-
timents including love, joy, surprise, anger, sadness, and
fear. Complex emotions are various combination of six
primary sentiments. Furthermore, six kinds of sentiment
words are expanded using bootstrapping method accord-
ing to one Chinese lexicon named “HaGongDaCiLin,”
most of which are adjectives and adverbs. Vectors of these
words are described as vjk , namely the kth seed word in
Fig. 4 Prominent name entity extracted from text
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the jth sentiment set. At the same time, one hypothesis
that some words can express multiple sentiments simul-
taneously should be bear in mind always. Fuzzy concept
[34] is employed here. In the process of determining the
sentiment orientation, wemine the words in corpus which






where vi is the word vector of wi from Section 4.1. If
svi,vjk > 0.7, then we select vi as sentiment carrier. But we
cannot determine which kind of sentiment vi expresses
because some antonyms have similar word vectors. This
happens when antonyms are used in the same place of sen-
tence. Some of these words carry strong sentiment, while
others carry weak sentiment, but all of them contribute to
sentiment expression of name entity.
As microblog is a kind of short text, the sentiment
of these short messages keeps unanimous at most situ-
ation. Then sentiment carrier which appear in the same
microblog expresses similar sentiment. So we can calcu-
late sentiment orientation based on this consistency.More
details will be discussed in the experiments.
5.2 Building relationship between sentiment carrier and
name entity
Relationship among words in various levels has been
mined in some related work such as [35]. This paper
focus on relationship between sentiment words and name
entities. Sentiment expressed by carrier belongs to some
entity, formulated aswi ∈ N(wj), such as the word “happy”
attributes to “MacPhee,” namely “happy′′ ∈ N(“Macphee′′),
in the sentence “MacPhee would be happy to eat it!”. The
principle of proximity within the frame of punctuation
is the main criterion when it comes to consider building
relationship between sentiment carrier and name entity.
In other words, co-occurrence dependency is mined, not
grammar dependency. Qualifying sentiment words (such
as adjectives) always decorate the name entities which
exist in the same sentence. Also, coreference resolution
problem is ignored in this paper. If some sentiment car-
riers and coreference appear in the sentence, we pass this
sentence and move on.
If we build relationship for the case shown in Fig. 2,
the result would be “li xin—kai xin”. There is only one
sentiment carrier “kai xin” coexist with “li xin” in the
sentence. Another case was shown in Fig. 5. First, name
entity and sentiment carrier are analyzed. Second, rela-
tion of these words are mined. Sentiment carrier for name
entity “MacPhee” contains “scream,” “perfect,” “happy,”
and “laugh,” namely. The sentiment orientation of these
words implies the attitude of person “MacPhee” to some
degree. In the next section, we will discuss how to calcu-
late sentiment orientation in detail.
5.3 Sentiment orientation analysis for prominent name
entity
Given some text, name entity, sentiment carrier, sen-
timent orientation of carrier, and relationship between
name entity and sentiment carrier can be calculated by
employing the method mentioned earlier. This section
turns to calculate sentiment orientation for name entity
and text.
5.4 Calculating sentiment orientation for name entity
Actually, word weight can be obtained by using the
method introduced by Section 4.2, which means each
sentiment carrier and name entity have their values. Fur-
thermore, sentiment carrier contributes to the sentiment
of name entity in different degrees. So here, we use the
simple average weight to deal the problem of calculating
sentiment orientation for name entity.
seij =
∑
k WS(wk) ∗ sekj∑
k WS(wk)
, wk ∈ Ne(wi) (9)
whereWS(wk) is the weight of wordwk and sekj is the sen-
timent orientation of word wk to the jth sentiment. At the
same time, wk must be the element of sentiment carrier
set for word wi. In this way, the prominent sentiment of
name entity depends on distinctive high weight sentiment
carrier.
5.5 Calculating sentiment orientation for text
Text is sequence of words, including name entities and
sentiment carriers. Name entities act as themajor descrip-
tive content, while sentiment carriers are more like
attributes for name entity. If the most weighted object is
very “joy,” then the sentiment of text tends to be “joy”. In
this way, we employ one way similar to the calculation of
name entity to calculate sentiment orientation for text.
tselj =
∑














where Ne(tel) means the name entity set appears in text
tel. tselj is the sentiment orientation in dimension jth for
the corresponding text. Other variables keep the same
meaning as before.
6 Experiments
In this part, we will explain how these methods work
in details. Three parts, prominent word and name entity
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Fig. 5 Diagrammatic sketch of building relationship between sentiment carrier and name entity. a is the original text. b is the prominent
information extraction. c is the dependence of sentiment to name entities
extraction, sentiment carriers recognition, and sentiment
analysis for text, are included.
6.1 Prominent word and name entity extraction
To extract Chinese word, we use a dictionary, which are
extracted from open online source, such as China Daily
(2000.1–2000.3) and Sougou (pinyin.sogou.com/dict).
Number of tokens are shown in Table 1. To do
our work, one word dictionary (format: word, pos1,
fre1, pos2, fre2, ..., posn, fren)1, one bigram dictionary
(format:word1@word2 fre)1, and one pos transfer matrix
table are used. Name entity dictionary (format:word,
role1, fre1, role2, fre2, ..., rolen, fren)2 and transfer matrix
are employed in segment Chinese sentence. HMMmodel
Table 1 Dictionaries for prominent word and name entity
extraction
Name of dictionary Token number
Dictionary for segment 85,584
Dictionary of bigram 408,980
Dictionary for person name recognition 22,289
Dictionary for place name recognition 19,248
Dictionary for organization name recognition 19,289
and viterbi algorithm are employed as described in
Section 3.
The corpus we employed in this paper is crawled
from “weibo.sina.com” with the keyword “rainstrom” in
Chinese; 339,541 microblogs are found. “weibo.sina.com”
is one of the most popular social media platform just like
Twitter in the USA, which allows users to express opin-
ions freely. As a result, there are large amount of noisy
Table 2 Corpus information when extracting word and name
entity
Name of items Token number
Number of microblog in corpus 339,541
Number of word in corpus 76,364
Number of person name in corpus 8917
Number of place name in corpus 3766
Number of organization name in corpus 78
Number of topic sentence from corpus 33,907
Number of word from topic sentences 8581
Number of person name from topic sentences 545
Number of place name from topic sentences 670
Number of organization name from topic sentences 17
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Fig. 6Word weight distribution ordered by their weight. The second graph is transformed into log-log format
information mixed in the interesting content. Before we
take steps to go in the future, textrank with adaptive win-
dow size (one sentence as window) is used firstly to get
topic sentences while removing noisy sentences. Details
are shown in Table 2. Precision, recall, and F1-value
should be higher than 90 % according to [25]. Then, Tex-
tRank with window size five is employed to calculate word
weight. The distribution of word weight is shown in Fig. 6
which follows the power distribution. That means only a
small percentage of words are assigned with high weight;
most of words carries low weight. From Fig. 7, weight
distribution of name entities, such as person name (nr),
organization name (nt), and place name (ns) can be found.
Place name entities carry heavier weight compared with
person name and organization name entities. Until now,
words are sorted through their weight.
Name entities with high weight are left for future anal-
ysis. Some nouns such as “rainstorm” and “rain” which
carries high weight are also kept for future analysis.
6.2 Extracting sentiment carriers for name entity
Name entities are mined using HMM. There are a large
amount of adjectives around these name entities to
express sentiments. But not all adjectives carry sentiment
such as “latest” in the sentence “The latest news said
that hazardous typhoon Rammasun would land tomorrow
Fig. 7 Name entity weight distribution ordered by their weights. nt is the organization name. nr is the person name. ns is the place name
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Fig. 8 Network of dependency between nouns and sentiment carriers. Sentiment carriers imply sentiment orientation of users for entities. Vertex
denotes words, and edge represents dependency relations
Fig. 9 Name entity (typhoon Matmo and Rammasun) and its sentiment carriers. Two centers can be found in this figure. There are also some other
person name (suffixed by “/nr-”) are shown with their sentiment carriers
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morning”. We will discuss how to distinguish these adjec-
tives later. Nouns and adjectives construct some net-
work, in which words are denoted by vertexes. Relations
between words are edges, as shown in Fig. 8. The net-
work is complex. However, only relations with high weight
should be considered.
If we mine the network in detail, sub-network like Fig. 9
can be found. Two important name entities, typhoon
Matmo and Rammasun, are highlighted in light red poly-
gon. Some other name entities and their adjectives are
shown in light green polygon. Connections between name
entities and adjectives are also revealed. Adjectives are
shared by different entities.
As is discussed in Section 4.1, each word is expressed
by one-word vector. Words with similar attributes are
assigned analogous vector. Such as “downpour” and “rain-
storm” are often decorated by “sudden” and “abrupt”. As a
result, vector of “downpour” and vector of “rainstorm” are
quite similar. It is not that effective in finding synonyms
when it turns to adjective. Distance between “beauti-
ful” and “ugly” is small, as the two words can be used
in the position such as “the dress is ugly/beautiful”. In
our practice, we manually select 1066 sentiment seeds to
extract adjectives who carry sentiment. Then based on
the hypothesis that sentiment stays consistent in the same
microblog if there is no negative words in the microblog,
Fig. 10Words with high similarity to the word “rainstorm”
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we compute the sentiment orientation of these sentiment
carriers.
6.3 Sentiment analysis for text
The same object can be expressed in different ways. Such
as typhoon can be express by specific typhoon name, rain
can be expressed by downpour and so on. In this part,
we cluster words with the same meaning together before
calculating sentiment.
In the last subsection, we build the relation between
entities and sentiment carriers; experiments are shown on
sentiment analysis. Based on the word vector of words,
we try to get similar nouns who have similar meanings.
Figures 10 and 11 show two cases for words “rainstorm”
and “Rammasun”. The meaning of Chinese is explained
in Table 3. We choose top ten most similar words for
“rainstorm” and “Rammasun”. In the figure, similar words
are listed, with different dimensions of word vector from
100 to 550. As we have constrained the sequence of
similar words, bars who clustered in the first half part
are better. We can conclude that with dimensions above
400 including 400, the result stays stable and correct
relatively.
By employing sentiment carriers for cluster of name
entities, we can get the sentiment orientation of aspects
for text. As shown in Table 4, “fear” is strong for
Fig. 11Words with high similarity to word “Rammasun”
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Table 3 Maps of Chinese and English for Figs. 10 and 11
“rainstorm” and “typhoon”. Slight joy with 0.24 is shown
in text for “rainstorm”. “joy” and “anger” both with 0.39
is shown in text for “typhoon”. Sentiment “joy” originates
from jokes produced when “rainstorm” and “typhoon”
happen, while “anger” and “fear” result form their destruc-
tiveness. Follow the same steps, we can get sentiment for
other entities in the text.
The skills in this paper are efficient when used for
sentiment analysis. Word features and word dependency
features have been considered in the skills. Also, the skills
can generate characteristic result for different corpus,
which is in accordance with human cognition. However,
the accuracy of the skills is somehow depending on the
quality of dictionaries. Furthermore, word vector repre-
sentation does not work well when it is used for finding
similarities of adjectives. Word vector is more suitable for
extracting hidden relations. These relations are affected
by word meaning, word dependency, and some unknown
elements.
7 Conclusions
This paper propose a practical framework in determin-
ing sentiment analysis of name entities. When we try to
understand short but meaningful information from big
data, this framework can be used as guidance. In all, this
paper have four contributions:
1. Propose a framework of new technologies. A large
amount of new technologies arises these years. Each
of them has advantage and disadvantage. This paper
Table 4 Sentiment orientation for “rainstorm” and “typhoon”
Love Joy Anger Sad Fear Surprise
Rainstorm 0.13 0.24 0 0.09 0.91 0
Typhoon 0 0.39 0.39 0 0.71 0
combines some practical works such as word vector
representation, TextRank, to get sentiment
orientation for text.
2. Name entity clusters. By employing word vector
representation, we find out that noun words with
similar meaning can be clustered easily, but when it
comes to adjective, it will not work that well. This is
because, adjective with different meaning may share
the same context. In other words, word vector is
generated by fusing multinomial information.
3. Recognize sentiment carriers and calculate sentiment
orientation for name entities. Most sentiment is
carried by adjectives. By calculating their weight,
prominent word can be filtered. Then, sentiment
seeds are used to get the sentiment orientation after
building the relation between sentiment carriers and
name entities.
Some future works are needed to complete, such as
finding some practical ways to cluster adjectives which
have similar meaning. Also, more experiments should be
implemented to verify the performance of related tech-
nologies in the framework.
Endnotes
1pos means part of speech; fre means frequency.
2Details of role can refer to [25].
Appendix
Typhoon Matmo (2014): Typhoon Matmo, known in
the Philippines as Typhoon Henry, was the first trop-
ical cyclone that directly impacted Taiwan in 2014. It
was the tenth named storm and the fourth typhoon
of the 2014 Pacific typhoon season. The typhoon
is believed to be the main reason behind the crash
of TransAsia Airways Flight 222, which occurred
a day after it made landfall. More details can
be seen through en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhoon_
Matmo_(2014).
Typhoon Rammasun (2014): Typhoon Rammasun, known
in the Philippines as Typhoon Glenda, was one
of only two category 5 super typhoons on record
in the South China Sea, with the other being
Pamela in 1954. Rammasun had destructive impacts
across the Philippines, South China, and Viet-
nam in July 2014. It was the seventh tropical
cyclone of the season to be named by the Philip-
pine Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical
Services Administration (PAGASA). Rammasun is
a Siamese word for thunder god. More details
can be seen through en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?
title=Typhoon_Rammasun&redirect=no.
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